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A novel convection experiment is conducted in a cell with rough upper and lower surfaces. Th
transport across the rough cell is found to be increased by more than 76%. Flow visualization an
wall temperature measurements reveal new dynamics for the emission of thermal plumes. The di
of the enhanced heat transport has important applications in engineering and atmospheric con
[S0031-9007(98)06763-5]
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Turbulent flows over a rough surface are ubiquitou
in nature. An example is convection in the atmosphe
and oceans, where the underlying surfaces are alm
always rough. The study of turbulence over a roug
surface is of fundamental interest for understanding t
structure and dynamics of turbulent boundary layers and
also relevant to many practical applications, ranging fro
effective heat transfer for a reentry vehicle to turbule
drag reduction of a commercial aircraft. Our curren
knowledge about the roughness effect on turbulent flo
comes largely from experiments in wind tunnels and oth
open systems [1], where the disturbance flow produced
a rough wall is confined in the near-wall region and
quickly discharged to the downstream. Because of the
reasons the surface roughness usually does not per
the turbulent bulk region very much, and its effect ca
often be described by rescaling the relevant paramet
with the surface roughness heightk [2]. This situation is
changed completely for flows in a closed cell, in which th
disturbances produced by the boundaries are inevita
mixed into the turbulent bulk region.

Turbulent Rayleigh-Bénard convection is an example
such a closed system, which has attracted much atten
in recent years [3]. Intermittent bursts of thermal plume
from the thermal boundary layers and the coherent larg
scale circulation, which modifies the boundary layer v
its shear, are found to coexist in the convection ce
These salient features are directly related to the h
transport across the cell, and have been adopted in sev
theoretical models [3–5] to explain the observed scali
laws in the heat flux and temperature statistics [4,6].
this Letter, we describe a novel convection experiment
a closed cell with rough upper and lower surfaces. It
found that whenk becomes much larger than the therm
boundary layer thicknessd, the heat transport across
the rough cell is increased by more than 76%. Flo
visualization and near-wall temperature measureme
reveal that the large-scale circulation interacts with th
surface roughness and produces more thermal plum
from the tip of the rough elements. The striking effec
of the surface roughness provides new insights in
the nature of convective turbulence, and also has
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myriad of applications in engineering, geography, a
meteorology.

The experiment is conducted in a cylindrical ce
filled with water. Details about the apparatus have be
described elsewhere [7], and here we mention only so
key points. The rough upper and lower surfaces are m
from identical brass plates and have wovenV-shaped
grooves on them. The grooves have a vertex angle of±

and their spacing is such that a square lattice of pyram
is formed on the surface. The height of the pyramids
k  9.0 mm and their spacing is2k. The sidewall of the
cell is a cylindrical ring made of transparent Plexigla
Two cylindrical rings with the same inner diameter o
20 cm but having different heights of 20 and 40 cm
respectively, are used. The corresponding aspect ra
sA  diameteryheightd are 1.0 and 0.5. The upper plat
is cooled by passing cold water through a cooling cham
fitted on the top of the plate. The lower plate is heat
uniformly with an electric heating film attached on th
back side of the plate. The temperature differenceDT
between the two plates is measured by two thermist
imbedded in the two plates. A small movable temperatu
probe is installed inside the cell in order to measu
the local temperatureT szd of the convecting fluid near
the central axis of the cell as a function of distancez
from the upper (cold) plate. The control parameter in t
experiment is the Rayleigh number Ra agh3DTysnkd,
whereg is the gravitational acceleration,h is the height
of the cell, a, n, and k are, respectively, the therma
expansion coefficient, the kinematic viscosity, and t
thermal diffusivity of the fluid. In the rough cells,h is
measured from the base of the grooves.

Figure 1 shows the measured Nusselt number Nu (
normalized heat flux) as a function of Ra in the roug
(circles) and smooth (triangles) cells. The vertical he
flux across the cell is determined from the power requir
to keep the lower plate at a constant temperature. In th
measurements, the cell was well insulated to prevent h
leakage. The measured Nu(Ra) in the smooth cells is w
described by the power law Nu 0.17Rab (lower solid
line). The exponentb  0.29, which agrees well with
previous measurements [4,8,9]. The measured heat
© 1998 The American Physical Society 987
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FIG. 1. Measured Nusselt number Nu as a function of R
in the smooth (triangles) and rough (circles) cells. The so
symbols are obtained in the cells withA  0.5, and the open
symbols are obtained in the cells withA  1.0. The solid lines
are the power law fits.

in the rough cells can also be described by a power l
with the same exponentb, but the amplitude is changed
from 0.17 to 0.30 (upper solid line) [10]. This amount
to a 76% increase in the heat transport. In a rece
experiment, we have shown [7] that the effect of the surfa
roughness on the heat transport depends on the length
kyd. Whenk , d (in low Ra region), the rough element
on the surface are buried beneath the thermal bound
layer, and hence the effect of the roughness is small.
the opposite limit of large Ra, wherek . d, the surface
roughness can strongly affect temperature fluctuations n
the surface and thereby alter the heat transport. In
working range of Ra,d is of the order of 1 mm, which is
much smaller thank. The enhanced heat transport show
in Fig. 1 cannot be explained simply by an increase in t
contact area of the rough surface, because the contact
is increased only by a factor of

p
2.

To find out the real cause of the enhanced he
transport, we measure temperature fluctuations of
convecting fluid near the upper plate. Figure 2 show
typical time series measurements of the local temperat
T in the smooth (red curve) and rough (blue curve) cel
The measurements were made at Ra 1.5 3 109, and
the corresponding value ofd is 1.5 mm. The temperature
probe was placed at a distancez away from the bottom
of the groove. The values ofz are z  24 mm (outside
the rough surface),z  7 mm (inside the groove but
outside the thermal boundary layer), andz  0.6 mm
(inside the thermal boundary layer). In Fig. 2 the co
fluctuations are seen superposed on an average base
The downward going spikes are associated with co
thermal plumes detached from the upper boundary lay
and they are carried through the temperature probe by
large-scale circulation. Figure 2(b) clearly shows that t
emission of the (cold) thermal plumes is greatly enhanc
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FIG. 2(color). Typical time series measurements of tempe
ture fluctuations near the upper (cold) plate in the smooth (r
curve) and rough (blue curve) cells. The distancez in the
rough cell is measured from the bottom of the groove.

in the rough cell. From the flow visualization (se
Fig. 3), we find that near the upper rough surface ma
thermal plumes are carried away horizontally by the larg
scale circulation. Therefore, moving the temperatu
probe farther away from the boundary will reduce th
probability of detecting the thermal plumes. Neverthele
there are still some energetic thermal plumes, as sho
in Fig. 2(a), which can penetrate vertically into the bu
region. In contrast to Figs. 2(a) and 2(b), Fig. 2(c) show
that temperature fluctuations inside the boundary layer
reduced in the rough cell.

An important question one might ask is where do th
thermal plumes come from? Are they detached from t
“valley” inside the grooves or from the tip of the pyra
mids? To answer this question, we use a photograp
technique which allows simultaneous visualization of th
temperature and velocity fields near the upper rough s
face. Small thermochromic liquid crystal (TLC) sphere
of diameter,15 mm are suspended in the convectin
fluid at a low concentration. These particles are pu
chased from Hallcrest (R29C4W) and have been used p
viously to visualize the temperature field in different flow
systems [9,11]. A 3-mm-thick, vertical sheet of whit
light is shone through the central region of the convecti
cell. The orientation of the light sheet is adjusted su
that it coincides with the rotation plane of the large-sca
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FIG. 3. (a) Sketch of the flow field near the rough surface. (b) (color) A typical streak image of the TLC spheres take
the cold rough surface at Ra 2.6 3 109. The cold eruptions are red-brown; green and blue regions are warmer. The disp
region is approximately 6.3 cm by 3.8 cm.
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circulation and along a groove on the rough surface. T
Bragg scattered light by the TLC spheres changes co
from red to blue in a temperature range from 29±C to
33±C. The temperature of the bulk fluid is adjusted suc
that strong Bragg scattered light can be imaged from t
side. A long exposure time of 0.5 s is used to obtain
streak image of the TLC spheres.

Figure 3(b) shows how a red-brown, mushroom shap
thermal plume is erupted from the (upper) cold roug
surface. It is seen that the large-scale motion in t
near-wall region is well characterized by a simple she
flow (from right to left). However, the mean flow is
modulated by the rough surface, a situation very mu
like a steady flow passing over bluff obstacles on
wall [12]. The mean flow is forced to become divergen
from the surface when it meets with the upstream si
of a pyramid. On the downstream side of the pyrami
an adverse pressure gradient region is formed ins
the groove. This adverse pressure gradient produces
eddy whose vorticity is opposite to that of the large
scale circulation. The interaction between the upstrea
divergent flow and the downstream backflow caus
the thermal boundary layer to detach near the tip
the pyramid [see the sketch shown in Fig. 3(a)]. Th
detached thermal boundary layer becomes a therm
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plume, which is sheared to the downstream by t
mean flow.

Besides their effect on the detachment of the therm
boundary layer, the small eddies trapped inside t
grooves also produce a strong mixing, which affec
the local temperature near the boundary. Figure 4
compares the normalized mean temperature profiles in
rough cell (circles) and in the smooth cell (triangles
It is seen that the measuredT szd increases linearly
with z for small values ofz (the solid line). After it
reaches a maximum valueTm, the measuredT szd remains
constant throughout the bulk region. The measurem
indicates that turbulent mixing creates on average
isothermal fluid in the bulk region and the temperatu
gradient across the rough cell is concentrated in t
upper and lower thermal boundary layers, which follo
the contour of the rough surfaces. The thicknessd

of the boundary layer can be defined as a distance
which the extrapolation of the linear part ofT szd equals
Tm. From Fig. 4(a) we find that the value ofd near
the bottom of the groove is 2.0 mm, whereas in th
smooth cell d  1.5 mm. Another interesting feature
shown in Fig. 4(a) is that the mean temperature insi
the groovesz , kd is reduced by approximately 0.5±C
when compared with the smooth cell. This is caused
989
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FIG. 4. Measured (a) mean temperature profile and (b) RM
profile in the rough (circles) and smooth (triangles) cells
Ra  1.5 3 109. The distancez in the rough cell is measured
from the bottom of the groove. The mean temperatureT 2
Ttop relative to the top plate temperatureTtop and the RMS
temperature fluctuationTRMS are both normalized by one-half
of the temperature differenceDT across the cell. The vertical
dashed lines indicate the roughness heightk.

the mixing effect of the eddies trapped inside the co
grooves. The eddy mixing also creates large temperat
fluctuations. As shown in Fig. 4(b), the root mean squa
value TRMS of temperature fluctuations is increased b
approximately 100% in the groove region. It is also se
from Fig. 4(b) that the influence of the surface roughne
extends well into the bulk region, in which the measure
TRMS is still considerably larger than that in the smoo
cell. From the measurements at the center of the rou
cell sz  100 mmd [13], we find that the temperature
histogram remains the same exponential form as that
the smooth cell and the measuredTRMS obeys the same
Ra21y7 scaling law. However, the power law amplitud
is increased by,36% in the rough cell.

Because the local heat transport is proportional tod21

[14], Fig. 4(a) suggests that the local heat transport
the groove region is reduced. The local heat transp
near the tip of the pyramids, on the other hand,
found to be increased greatly. The measuredT szd as a
function of distancez away from the tip is found to have
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approximately the same form as that in the smooth c
but the value ofd is reduced from 1.5 to 0.85 mm [13]. I
is also found that temperature fluctuations atz  0.6 mm
away from the tip (inside the thermal boundary layer) a
stronger than those in the smooth cell. This is contra
to the situation shown in Fig. 2(c). From both the glob
(visualization) and local temperature measurements,
conclude that the interaction between the horizontal sh
flow and the rough surface creates a secondary fl
(eddies) in the groove region. This secondary flo
together with the large scale circulation enhance
detachment of the thermal boundary layer from the
of the pyramids. The extra thermal plumes detach
from the rough elements are responsible for the enhan
heat transport shown in Fig. 1. In the groove regio
the secondary flow produces a strong eddy mixing effe
which suppresses the emission of the thermal plumes d
inside the groove, and at the same time creates la
temperature fluctuations outside the boundary layer.
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